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Across
2. having lost determination or 

confidence; dispirited

3. a sitting room in a private house

7. close or do up securely

8. a red powder or cream used as a 

cosmetic for colouring the cheeks or lips

13. an act of rising in active revolt

15. a western us state

16. a person who moves from one place to 

another, especially in order to find work or 

better living conditions

17. a rank of non-commissioned officer in 

the army or air force, above corporal and 

below staff sergeant

19. an act of moving downwards, dropping, 

or falling

22. given to arguing

23. come to live permanently in a foreign 

country

24. a strong garment with long sleeves 

which can be tied together to confine the 

arms of a violent prisoner or mental patient

25. a historical account or biography 

written from personal knowledge

Down
1. an instrument in a car

4. a person employed in an office or bank 

to keep records, accounts, and undertake 

other routine administrative duties

5. a fragrant cream or liquid used to heal 

or soothe the skin

6. charming, confident, and elegant

9. forcibly put an end to

10. marked by or given to using irony in 

order to mock or convey contempt

11. to hate people who's skin is black

12. The ground

14. to take hold of suddenly and forcibly

18. existing only in part; incomplete

20. leave one's own country in order to 

settle permanently in another

21. a person appointed to a role on or by a 

commission

Word Bank
terrain suppressing California seize commissioner emigrate immagrate

migrant descent racist clerk balm fastened parlour

partial sarcastic memoirs sergeant disheartened argumentive insurgence

rouge straightjacket suave tachometer


